Clear Results Delivered

Training
Maximize Productivity and Enhance Overall Business with Training from UniFocus
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o employees possess the skills needed to
perform at exceptional levels? Is there an
increase in staff turnover? Are labor costs
escalating due to a lack in productivity?
UniFocus’ effective, instructor-led and online training
programs teach strategies to rectify these issues and
related concerns, helping companies achieve their
maximum potential.
The value of training may seem like an abstract concept, but
implementing best practices leads to a measurable return on
investment. When businesses provide employees with the skills to
successfully execute their roles, quality of service and guest satisfaction
improves, ultimately increasing revenue. When staff is producing and
performing at a quicker pace, overtime hours dwindle, leading to a
significant reduction in labor costs.
UniFocus’ training experts leverage real-world experience and global
industry knowledge, to teach techniques that advance business
operations, and develop managers into genuine leaders who inspire
excellence in the workplace. Decisive, thoughtful leadership yields a
communicative culture, boosting employee morale and retention,
saving companies dollars and resources constantly invested in new hires.
To ensure businesses are exceeding customer expectations and
achieving organizational goals with UniFocus’ Workforce Management
systems, trainers provide managers and employees with the skills
necessary to successfully operate these tools. UniFocus is committed to
providing partners with on-going service and support.

UniFocus is exclusively dedicated to providing the Hospitality, Service, Retail, and Healthcare Industries with the most
comprehensive Workforce Management systems, Financial Management tools and Survey Solutions, available worldwide.
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Clear Results Delivered

Instructor-Led Courses

“Without continual growth
and progress, such words as
improvement, achievement,
and success have no meaning.”
- Benjamin Franklin

“If you can’t explain it simply,
you don’t understand it
well enough. “
- Albert Einstein

High achievement always
takes place in the framework
of high expectation.”
- Charles Kettering

“Before you are a leader,
success is all about growing
yourself. When you become
a leader, success is all about
growing others.”
- Jack Welch

“When your values are
clear to you, making
decisions becomes easier.”
- Roy Disney

 Principles of Labor Management
• Enhance business with effective strategies for managing labor
• Meet demand and improve customer satisfaction with proper
forecasting, planning, and scheduling methods
 Labor Management Super User Certification
• Support company growth by applying the skills necessary to navigate
the Labor Management System
• Accelerate processes and improve current workforce practices
 Leadership Skills
• Boost engagement and secure loyalty by developing trusting
interpersonal relationships with employees
• Increase productivity by harnessing the power management
expectations have on staff performance
 Managing Change
• Avoid hindering development or morale by smoothly integrating
organizational changes
• Communicate the benefits of change, and encourage employee
acceptance and engagement
 Managing Conflict
• Navigate conflict resolution by determining effective strategies
• Strengthen staff cohesion and cooperation by mitigating disputes
 Train-the-Trainer
• Improve techniques by identifying solutions for differing situations
• Elevate the level of training by employing the basic principles of
learning

Online Training Courses







Principles of Labor Management Webinar
Setting Standards Discipline Webinar
Time and Attendance Online
Scheduling and Employee Maintenance Online
Overview for LMS Super User Online
Workforce Management Scheduling and Employee Maintenance
Webinar
 Weekly Labor Meeting Facilitator Webinar
 Managing Change Webinar
 Labor Management System Reports and Dashboard Webinar
Organizations worldwide utilize UniFocus’ educational programs to maximize
their resources, improve processes, and develop skills, thus, increasing the
return on investment. Take advantage of the opportunities and value
provided from training to fully realize company and staff potential.
Schedule today: training@UniFocus.com or 972.512.5000
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